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There are five main bu�ons on the main page: „News and events”, „Menu”, „Measures and solu-
�ons”, „Report new measure/solu�on” and „Comments”.
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The applica�on iden�fied three main solu�on categories for water management. Water 
scarcity, Water abundancy, Complex problem. The main problems have been divided into        
further subcategories, by entering which we can find out about the types of solu�ons and 
exactly what type of interven�on the specific solu�on means. Use the x icon in the upper 
right corner to close the open window and return to the menu system.
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Subcategory: Water scarcity, Water abundancy, Complex problem
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3.3.  MEASURES AND SOLUTIONS

Under „Measures and solu�ons” you can view the reported water management measures 
and solu�ons. Within the menu you can choose from 2 tabs. On the one hand, we can see the 
list of solved problems, and on the other hand, we can see the reports we have submi�ed. 

By clicking on the Measures bu�on, images of the problem, the date of the upload, the 
report number (e.g. # 000003), the loca�on, and a descrip�on of the problem can be seen. 

Click the x in the upper right corner to return to the Solved or My Measures list.
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3.4.  REPORT NEW MEASURE / SOLUTION
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The project is financed by the European Union LIFE program and co-financed by 
the Ministry of the Interior of Hungary and the Ministry of Innova�on and Technology of Hungary.  
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